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ABSTRACT   
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been defined as a modern and intense scientific topic that enables computer-
based systems or embedded systems to divide and solve problems by simulating complex biological 
procedures that are represented by specific algorithms along with (learning, reasoning, as well as self-
correction). The present study provides a detailed assessment and review of applications of various artificial 
intelligence approaches for the purpose of improving the general efficiency of optical communication 
structures and networks and network systems in general. Using the AI-based approaches has been researched 
at first in the applications that are associated with the optic transmissions, beginning by characterizing and 
operating the additives of the network for the monitoring of the performance, estimation of transmission 
quality and nonlinearities mitigation. Ultimately, this study has provided as well a summary of advantages 
and issues in the optical networks in which artificial intelligence is expected to have an important impact on 
near future and which represent areas of research expected to be popular in this discipline. 
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1. Introduction 
The entities and structures of the AI are capable of performing the similar processes of decision-making and 
learning through simulating organic procedure, with a particular focus upon the human cognitive processes. 
Artificial intelligence packages like the special digital assistants, purchase forecasting, smart vehicles, smart 
vehicles, smart home gadgets and speech recognition, are nearly universal, and comparable AI-based strategies 
are now transforming the daily lives of the people in the ways which enhance the productivity of humans, their 
health, or safety which affects people’s entertainment or communication. Mainly, AI no longer provides 
completely self-sustaining systems, but as an alternative it adds understanding and logical thinking to the 
existing data-bases, environments, and applications for making them smarter, friendlier and more sensitive to 
the variations in the environments. Every small step forward in studies of the artificial intelligence allows us 
expanding our competencies for solving new exercises and problem measures, and thus lead studies and 
innovations in nearly each one of the scientific disciplines. For instance, the development of communication 
network efficiency through software based entirely on artificial intelligence strategies has emerged as an area 
subject to significant amount of researches throughout the last years, which affect the switching, network 
management and transmission areas. The optical verbal exchange networks and structures do not remain on 
side-lines now; however, they began to embrace this discipline toward the optical networks that have been based 
upon AI altogether, from optical tools to management and control.  
The present study aims at reviewing a number of measures that are currently being taken under consideration 
for increasing the efficiency of the optical networks using artificial intelligence mechanisms, and to provide a 
survey of current studies within this field, in addition to presenting a top level view of challenges and advantages 
that appear in such context. 
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2. Overview of artificial intelligence and related technologies 
AI is focused upon the perception of rational agents, that is, forty-five entities that understand and act in the 
environments aiming to fulfill their goals or increasing the parameter of the performance. In addition to that, 
they are capable of improving their efficiency through the learning [1]. This paragraph, briefly outlines the 50 
sub-fields of AI which were properly utilized in the optical networks, specifying the motivations behind 
introducing them, and presenting a few examples on their utilization in the literature if the optical networks. 
The only network event type which can be considered is observable, deterministic, completely known and static. 
In those cases, the search methods and the theory of optimization are the main AI factors [1] which is why, they 
were extensively utilized in the design of the optical network and managements for long periods. For instance, 
using the breadth search algorithms for the routing, and the formulas of the integer linear and mixed linear 
programming for the layout and plan of the network (for example, [2&3]). None-the-less, while a numbers of 
previously stated conditions have been relaxed, or while the size of the network does not allow using earlier 
technologies, individual technologies had been supplemented or replaced by proximity search methods and 
meta-heuristics like the simulated warming, swarm optimization, genetic algorithms, and learning-based 
optimization. And education [4, 5]. For example, the net [6, 7] and light path construction [8, 9] visual work 
planning made use of the techniques. In many cases, the visual community has an unmarried intelligence factor 
(such as a central processing node), that is, a single agent. None-the-less, in different situations, unique smart 
retailers are developed so that actions of the agent will affect others. For individual cases, the principle of the 
game may be activated, and proposals within the optical networks area, e.g., can be found in [10] (in RF / free 
space optical network context), [11] (within the flexible optical networks, EONs context), [12]. It comes a step 
forward toward turning the marketers more intelligent through using the incorporation of knowledge use, 
planning and thinking. In such situation, reasonable sellers maintain a database (KB) where applicable, they are 
roughly peripheral and the effect of their activities are stored approx. The KB has been utilized by the vendors 
while developing business plans on the ways to access the decision making process and may be updated for 
adapting to the varying circumstances. Thereby, the overarching models, such as cognitive visual networks, 
perceiving, acting, learning, adapting and improving their performances, were suggested by a unique researcher 
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18]. There are three topics worth noting that concerning integrating the intelligence in 
the optical networks or systems, namely, the ways to deal with uncertainty, the ways to address decision-making, 
and the ways to learn. Certainly, in the optical networks there are nondeterministic activities, and the absence 
of complete data concerning an environment isn’t an unusual problem. Which is why, the intelligent agents have 
to have the capability for operating in a robust manner under uncertainty. Legal Guidelines for Opportunities 
and particularly, Bayes networks have been considered as beneficial tools to build these robust frameworks (eg, 
[19]). In addition to that, the optical networks systems are problems with the consistent variations. Which is 
why, smart marketers should incorporate temporal fashion inference algorithms to perform tasks such as 
prediction, smoothing, or filtering depending upon strategies such as Kalman filters and hidden Markov models 
(HMM) [20,21]. The second major component is using algorithms of decision-making. The basic concept of 
those approaches is to maximize the expected application, wherein the application characteristic is described in 
an attempt to assign a unique number quantity for expressing the condition desirability and the agent decides 
with the goal to maximize that function (such as [23]). However, real-world networking environments have to 
deal with uncertainty, and the proxy implementation usually relies on a series of options rather than choosing a 
remotely unmarried agent. The decision-making process in optical network retailers may thus be modeled as 
problems of the sequential decision in the environments that have uncertainty. Those issues may be solved by 
the use of the Markov decision processes (MDPs) in the case where the movements of the agent are more 
dependent effectively upon the current country of the agent, instead of its history. The MDPs have been defined 
using the transitional model, specifying the actions’ probabilistic effects, and through reward characteristics, 
defining rewards in every one of the countries. The MDPs answer can be defined as the policy that link selection 
with each country an agent can reach. The grand policy results in maximizing the case sequence usefulness, 
which is encountered in the case of being executed away. Using the MDP in the optical networks is demonstrated 
in [24, 25, and 26]. The 3rd problem of the primary significance is the learning, which can enable the 
improvement of the efficiency of the agent on the future tasks, because of the acquired experiences. Including 
the learning is of a high importance for many reasons. The learning agent is capable of adapting to the variations 
in their environment and even has the capability for adapting to the unforeseen cases, which wouldn’t be 
expected throughout the design of an agent. In addition to that, in several of the cases, the learning from the 
existing data can be the only means for the creation of a business model, for example [1], in some other cases, 
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the human engineers (or programmers) do not have any idea of ways for programming a solution at all. The 
machine learning and statistical learning present the theoretical aspects as well as the tools for learning from the 
available data that may be obtained in the systems and networks of the optical communication with help of 
regulating the technologies. Even though the agents are capable of dealing with uncertainty with the use of the 
approaches of the probability and decision theory, they have to be capable of learning their probabilistic theories 
from the experience. Which is why, the Bayes approaches of learning [27] result in the formulation of the 
learning as one of the probabilistic inference forms, with the use of the observations for updating the pre-
distribution on the theories. The MAP (i.e. Maximum Post Learning) [28] chooses one of the hypotheses, which 
has the maximum likelihood, based on data, as well as the MAP [29] simply chooses the hypothesis increasing 
data likelihood. Those approaches were utilized in the optical receptors, for example, in [30, 31, 32]. Besides 
those abovementioned approaches, machine learning was commonly utilized as well. There have been 3 
fundamental classes of machine learning. In the supervised type of the learning [1] the agent can observe a few 
input-output pair examples and can learn a function specifying from the input to the output. The methods 
comprise the logistic regression, linear regression, ANNs, decision trees, SVMs and nearest neighbor models. 
In addition to that, various models may be included in the group learning, aiming at the improvement of the 
results. The supervised type of learning was utilized, for example, to monitor visual performance [33], for the 
estimation of transmission quality (QoT) in the optical networks [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] and to allocate resources 
in data centers [39]. In the unsupervised learning [1], the agent can learn the patterns from inputs despite not 
providing clear outputs. For example, methods of principal group and component analysis, belonging to this 
learning type, were utilized to monitor visual performance, recognize modulation coordination, and mitigate 
vulnerability [40, 41, 42]. Ultimately, in the reinforcement can learning [43] the agent can learn an ideal (or 
near-ideal) strategy from a group of the rewards (i.e. reinforcements) or punishments that have been received 
from their interactions with their environment. Some of the approaches include the dynamic, adaptive, and time-
lag programming Q-mastering, a common method of the latter type, has the aim to find the optimum (Q-value) 
to cover choice of action for any specific (limited) Markov selection process [44].For example, knowledge 
acquisition of Q was utilized to select path and wave-length in optical switching networks (OBS) context [45]. 
2.1. Artificial intelligence applications in optical transmissions 
Here, we have described the application of artificial intelligence methods in the optical network’s physical layer, 
that is, in issues related to optical transmission. Artificial intelligence technologies may be helpful in improving 
the network hardware configuration and operation, monitor optical performances, recognize modulation 
coordination, mitigate nonlinear fibers, and estimate transmission quality (QoT). These applications are 
summarized in Table1. 
Table 1. Artificial intelligence applications in optical transmissions 
Applications Artificial Intelligence 
Methods 
Literature 
Transmitter Bayes filtering and 
expectation-
maximizations  
ML (approaches of 
pattern 
learning) and GAs 
Simulated annealing 
[46]: characterized phase noise and laser amplitude. 
[47]: determined optimum settings for optic comb 
sources for the ultra-dense WDM passive optic 
networks. 












[49]: defined model of regression for the purpose of 
studying the power excursions in the multi-span 
networks of the EDFA 
[50]: used model of ridge regression for coping with 
discrepancy amongst the post-EDFA channel power. 
[51]: autonomous adjustments of operating point of 








[21]: tracking of carrier phase, estimating 1st -order 
PMD, and polarization tracking. 
[33]: identified DGD and CD  
[41]: monitored the DGD and the CD in an 
independent manner. 
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Applications Artificial Intelligence 
Methods 
Literature 




[52]: used the DNN, trained with asynchronously 
sampled raw data, for the monitoring of the OSNR. 
[53]: used the NN-based non-linear regression for 





Clustering k- means 
SVMs 
 
[40]: identified the formats of the modulation on the 
basis of the amount of the levels and the clusters in the 
diagram of the constellation.  
[41]: identified the bit rates/modulation formats/ from 
a known dataset. 
[53]: classified the formats of the modulation with the 




Maximal a posteriori  
Maximal-likelihood 
Maximal-likelihood and 
Bayesian filtering and 
expectation-
maximization 
Maximal a posteriori 
Non-linear SVMs 
KNNs 
[30]: looked for the phase estimates feasible for the 
calculation in real-time. 
 [31]: proposed a variety of the methods of the 
equalization for the WDM interconnects of high 
capacity. 
[32]: proposed a variety of the estimators for 
recovering phase in Offset-QAM-based filter-bank 
multi-carrier systems. 
[54]: Maximal-likelihood detection for the phase-
modulated systems that have linear and non-linear 
phase noise. 
  
 [55]: proposed state-space models for the cross-
polarization mitigation, symbol detection and carrier 
synchronization. 
 [56]: SVMs have been applied for the creation of the 
decision boundaries for avoiding the errors that are 
induced by the non-linear impairments. 
 [57]: proposed algo. Which learns the link 
characteristics and produce boundaries of the non-
linear decision for 
The maximization of the distance of the transmission 
and enhancing the non-linear tolerances. 
Clustering k-mean [42]: suggests an approach of the 
mitigation of the effects of the time-varying 
impairments, for example, the phase noise. 
The non-linear SVMs and Newton approach [58]: 
utilizes Newton-method (N-SVM) for the reduction of 
the inter-sub-carrier non-linear crosstalk influences. 






Linear regression SVMs  
Random forests  
 
[34]: presented an estimator of the QoT for deciding 
whether or not the light-path fulfils the requirements 
of the QoT. 
[35]: optimized previous method of the CBR for 
estimating the QoT with the learning and forgetting 
methods. 
[36]: experimentally demonstrated estimator of the 
QoT [35] in a WDM80 Gb/s PDM-QPSK testbed. 
Classifier 
 [37]: predicted probability that a candidate light-path 
BER will not exceed a certain value of the threshold. 
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Applications Artificial Intelligence 
Methods 
Literature 
[38]: used the monitoring of the BER information and 
a process of learning (based upon the LR) for the 
purpose of estimating BER of every one of the new 
service requests. 
[59]: proposed accurate and fast light-path QoT 
estimators that have been based upon the SVMs for 
deciding whether or not the light-path can fulfil the 
requirements of the QoT 
 
2.2. Applications of AI in the optical networks 
Artificial intelligence provides many advantages for the automation of the processes and introduction of the 
intelligent decision-making into the planning of the network and in the dynamic management as well as the 
regulations of the community resources, which include the establishment of the connections, self-optimizations 
and self configuration, by predicting and appreciating the use of the current and historical data. These 
applications are summarized in Tables 2. 
 
Table 2. Applications of AI in the Optical Networks 







Ant colony optimization 
 [7]: guaranteed the underlying network survivability at 
the same time as reducing the number of the re-
generators. 





Ant colony optimization 
 [6]: minimized the number of the all-optical regenerators 
for the purpose of minimizing the cost of the network. 
 [7]: guaranteed the survivability of underlying network 
while simultaneously reducing number of re-generators. 
[70]: optimized selection of the re-generators, routing, 
code rate and spectrum allocation in the flex-grid code-






Ant colony optimization 
K-means clustering 
MDP 
[72]: proposed an approach for the joint routing and the 
dimensioning of the dynamic WDM ring networks. 
 [71]: proposed an innovative network model that 
interconnects a group of the IP/MPLS areas, performing 
routing and flow aggregation, via flex-grid optical core. 
[26]: modeled resource allocation the issue as MDP for 
optimizing an objective that has been defined randomly 
by the network operator. 
 [74]: allocation of the transmitted power for the energy 
efficient optic WDM/OCDM networks. 
[73]: solved resource allocation issue under the 
restrictions of the QoS and problem of energy efficiency 
constraint. 
 [75]: proposed an approach of message scheduling, 
which addressed message sequencing as well as channel 








[6]: solved RWA issue while also ensuring QoT of the 
unestablished light-paths. 
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Markov decision processes 
 
[76]: proposed multi-objective methods that are based 
upon the swarm intelligence for solving the problem of 
the RWA. 
 [8]: solved Impairment Aware static RWA issue. 
[79]: solved RSA problem in the flex-grid networking 
that produced useful insights about the design of the 
network. 
[77]: solved problem of RMLSA. 
[78]: considered multi-cast flows for the RSA with the 
use of a variety of the cross-over and selection strategies. 
[9]: the RWA solution with a very high robustness and 
adaptability to a variety of the traffic and network 
conditions. 
[11]: solved the problem of the RSA through the proper 
balancing of spectrum utilizations and security-level of 
the domain in the multi-domain EONs. 
[24]: derived optimum establishment policy of the light-
path for every one of the service classed with the use of 
an MDP. 
 [80]: solved RSA problem with the joint unicast and 
anycast demands. 
 [81]: reduced the energy footprint of the network’s by 
finding most energy-efficient routes. 
[82]: introduced a heuristic on the way ants chose a 
request from the demand space for the purpose of finding 
minimal path. 
[85]: solved problem of RMCSA in the elastic networks 
with the SDM. 
[45]: solved wave-length and path selection in the 
networks of the OBS. 
 [83]: reduced the complexity of the computing in the 
case of solving conventional RWA problem in dynamic 
WRONs. 
[22]: reduced the ratio of the blocking through the 
estimation of wave-length occupancy before RWA 
decision. 
 [84]: solved RMLSA problem in the elastic networks. 
 [86] & [87]: solved the problem of RSA providing 
dedicated path protection as well. 
 [88]: predicted arrival and holding times of the future 
connections through the consideration of the past 
experiences. 
 [89]: estimated feature of connection blocking 
probability. 
 [25]: proposed using a sufficient dynamic-preemption 
call 
 
3. New opportunities and challenges for using artificial intelligence in optical network types 
The following sections include a description of some of the recent possibilities and challenging situations that 
we have envisioned in place of the optical systems and networks. We have envisioned an increasing number of 
challenging roles for AI use within the physical layer, as it will remain a beneficial tool, in the simplest 
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framework of the increasing technologies of the optical transmissions, as well as in helping increasing the 
security with the use of the intrusion or attack detection and positioning. We additionally described the related 
position of the area of the Artificial Intelligence in the automation of the processes of the network management, 
and in assisting emerging network models. 
1. Optical transmission systems and intrusion and attack detections: Several community control options 
are made based on correct dimensions or an estimate of physical parameters. Thus, we assume that AI will 
continue to play a critical function in assisting emerging technologies of the transmission such as space-
division multiplexing, constellation modulation and multi-mode / multi-core fibers and super-modulation 
formats. We assume as well, that additional progress has been made within using the AI methods to estimate 
the QoT and monitor the performance. None-the-less, the main place closely associated with the surveillance 
where it has been seen that there has been a tremendous opportunity for the technologies of the Artificial 
Intelligence but not appear (to first degree of our knowledge) within the visual field, is the detection of 
intrusions and attacks. 
2. Automating network management processes: at a photovoltaic network operating site, heterogeneous 
community devices (multi-age and multi-vendor) make the operation, management and renewal of optical 
networks a complicated and difficult approach. That results because the societal country information, for 
example, topology, crowding, failure detection, and so on., which have been drawn from exclusive devices 
have exclusive and restricted information about the state, and that constitutes a mega enterprise in collecting 
records, processing them and making decisions. Which is why, the system automation was recognized as one 
of the major enablers to reduce operation costs, in addition to helping the flow of human intelligence away 
from the repetitive assignments. 
3. Sufficient Joint Operations of the Computing Resources and Networks: some of the emerging concepts, 
such as IoT, Industry (4.0) or tactile Internet, are imposing the stringent requirements on the networks, in 
combination with the excessive bandwidth and low latency, security and availability, thereby presenting 
massive challenges. The mix of the 5-G cell communication system with the high-speed fault-tolerance fiber 
backhaul infrastructures can be considered as the key that enables the technologies for these types of the 
networks. The end-to-end latency for a small number of the applications may be limited to few milliseconds 
(such as, 1ms for the tactile internet). 
 
3.1. Network automation using AI and ML 
Creating totally autonomous networks for communications service providers (CSPs) will be a long process of 
incrementally automating processes, domains, services, and eventually networks, after that protecting and 
controlling them with ML and AI. This will enable operators to do more than just compete; it is going to also 
supply them with the agility they require to reclaim enterprise customers, a lot of them have switched to digital-
native suppliers for cloud-based services. Small adjustments can help CSPs get started on the road to 
autonomous networks, yet they must be part of a larger strategy. Various companies are already implementing 
automation in areas like IT operations, network operations, and other business units. Automation, on the other 
hand, is more and more being viewed as an enterprise-wide transformation project that should be integrated to 
reach an end-to-end result [35]. Some of the nodes communicate via algorithms that is based on linear algorithm  
or nonlinear algorithm such as (Dynamic evolving neural fuzzy inference (Dy-NFIS)) and (Recursive least 
squares (RLS)) [90] , where other mainly use optical code division multiple access (optical-CDMA) [91] while 
in [92] authors try minimizing the undesirable noise among channels using fuzzy logic , Laguerre-Gaussian 
(LG) is used in [93] for division multiplexing,  
 
3.2. Deep learning in optical communications 
Generally, DL is a DNN with several of the nonlinear layers which are made up of many neurons, each of them 
is described (mathematically) as an activation function. Various algorithms that have distinct structures have 
been appropriate for a variety of the challenges and specialized in many types of data in DL communities. 
CNNs, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), generative adversarial networks (GANs), deep reinforcement 
learning (DRL), end-to-end learning depending on autoencoders, and their variants have all made significant 
contributions to some of the areas, like the NLP, machine vision, genomics, drug discovery, information 
retrieval, speech identification, automatic deriving, and affective computing (Deng, 2014). Advancement 
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from the ML to the DL is making significant progress in wide range of applications in network as well as 
physical layers, promoting the development of AI in optical communication [94] 
From ML to DL, AI has progressed in optical communication. Dissimilar to other review papers that focus on 
traditional ML algorithms, this one focuses on cutting-edge DL methods and tries to emphasize the 
DL contributions to the optical communication at the physical as well as the network layers. We briefly discuss 
numerous DL-enabled optical communication applications by studying the properties of distinct DL algorithms 
and data types. To begin, CNN is presented as e very prominent DL algorithm for image recognition, processing 
7 types of common image data from optical communication to perform many activities. After that, to handle 
network traffic data, digital signal waveforms, and equipment status information, RNN is used for sequential 
data analysis. Furthermore, a data-driven channel modeling approach depending on DL has been offered as an 
additional option to traditional block-based modelling, with the potential to increase end-to-end learning 
performance. GAN is a new data augmentation technology that is used to extend image data and network traffic 
data. Lastly, DRL has been taken into account for a variety of tasks of decision-making such as resource 
allocation, routing, and automatic configuration. [94]. 
 
3.3. CNNs for image data 
DL is one of the ML branches that mostly refers to the NN faction. The term "neural network" comes from 
efforts for finding mathematical representations of the information processing in the biological systems that are 
made up of many inter-connected neurons. Each one of the neurons in a NN might be described as activation 
function in order to mimic the information transfer process in a practical biological system. NNs are classified 
as feedback networks or feedforward networks based on their network structure. A CNN is a sort of feedforward 
network that is used to analyze the image data and could be thought of as a 2-D grid of pixels (Le Cun etal., 
2015). Convolution, pooling, and activation are the three steps of CNN's operation. 
 
3.4. Recurrent neural network for sequential data 
Dissimilar to CNNs, which are developed for the image data, RNNs have been developed for sequential data, 
in which there are temporal correlations over a wide range of timescales. RNNs with cyclic connections, unlike 
feedforward neural networks, add memory to NNs, indicating that the outputs are related not just to the 
present inputs, yet  also to previously available information [95]. As a result, the RNNs have excelled at 
sequence modeling and prediction applications like handwriting identification, speech recognition, stock price 
forecasting, and language translation. Figure 3 shows the RNN principle. The input vector can be defined as a 
set of the sequential data X = {…xt−1, xt, xt+1…}, and neurons in hidden layer get the inputs from not 
only xt of input layer but also the output ht−1 of hidden layer at previous time steps. Passing through a number 
of the hidden layers, an input sequence xt may be mapped to output sequence yt, involving some of the 
previously stated information. Traditional RNNs, on the other hand, have a hard time learning long-term 
dependencies from sequential data. Long short-term memory (LSTM) has been created for overcoming 
such flaw in RNNs by learning long-range temporal correlations amongst sequential data and remembering 
inputs for a long time [96] The memory cell that might carry information via time steps, and structures that are 
referred to as gates, applied for removing or adding information to the memory cell, are the key ideas of LSTM, 
which is one of the most well-known RNN variants, as illustrated in Figure 3B. The LSTM's functioning method 
could be characterized as forgetting the old state and memorizing the new one in order to pass on the valuable 
information in the cell while discarding the useless information. As a result, the LSTM not just allows for the 
accumulation of data over a lengthy period of time, yet it also forgets the previous state through setting it to 0 
and starting anew. Apart from image data, the majority of the data in the age of big data is sequential, 
like language, speech, and words. The mutual impact and the experienced impairments from process 
of transmission might be represented in temporal signal wave-forms, and optical signals could be thought of as 
a series of time-domain data. RNN might pre-distort signals prior to transmission for resisting the transmitter 
imperfection and post-compensate signals after receiving to mitigate the impairments of the system, or find 
crosstalk between adjacent symbols to cancel ISI, owing to its higher performance for such data [94]  Based 
day-to-day statistics, traffic loads fluctuate irregularly or regularly over time for network traffic data . With 
regard to temporal analysis, RNN might develop a model of prediction for large-scale network traffic prediction, 
depending on prior scenes, which is critical for network planning and load balancing [93] Because a failure of 
the optical network might lead to a significant financial loss, network operators are more and more relying on 
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proactive protection and early warning. The equipment state characteristics, which vary over time, might reflect 
the working conditions related to the network equipment. RNN might learn the trend of the variation regarding 
the state parameters and develop a mechanism of failure prediction for preventing risks in advance by evaluating 
a large amount of historical data [97]. 
 
4. Deep reinforcement learning for automation of the network 
Reinforcement Learning (RL) made significant progress in solving complex control problems using 
environment-aware methods. As can be seen in Figure 6, DL is of high importance in perception because it 
could gather information from observations of environment and deliver current state information, whereas RL 
is of critical in in decision-making because it could sense complex system states and learn the optimal policies 
via repeated the interactions with environment. Furthermore, DRL combines DL's perception and RL's decision 
to develop a policy for maximizing the cumulative rewards for a variety of tasks, such as Go, robotics control, 




The kernel convolves with the pixel points over the input image's height and width, evaluating the dot product 
between input entries and the kernel. Also, the kernel functions like a filter, scanning input image for 
informative features which could be used for recognition. In face images, the extracted features, like nose, 
eyes, and mouth, are explainable and visible. To enhance image the recognition performance, convolution uses 
sparse interaction, equivariant representations, and parameter sharing [95]. 
 
4.2. Pooling: Down-Sampling operation 
At a given location, the convolution layer's output is substituted by a summary statistic of surrounding outputs. 
Calculating the maximum or average value of a small local area in certain feature map to down-sample feature 
map's dimensions; thus, drastically lowering the parameter size as well as generating invariance to small 
input translations, is a common pooling technique [96]. 
 
 
5. Activation: Non-linear operation 
The nonlinear mapping between the adjacent layers improves the network's overall representation capacity. 
Softmax, ReLU, Sigmoid, and Softplus are examples of major activation functions. CNN is extremely excellent 
at analyzing image data, such as objection detection, image recognition, video translation, and image 
understanding, because of the aforementioned features [95]. Images frequently responsible for a substantial 
share of different data types. As a result, CNN is considered as one of the most effective image processing 
techniques in deep learning. The majority of data in optical communication is represented via a digital signal, 
whereas a few other types of information are represented by images, as illustrated in Figure 2. One significant 
benefit of image formats over digital vector data formats is that they allow different digital data of various sizes 
to be presented integrally and thoroughly in an image with fixed pixel size. As a result, image data with a given 




This scientific paper has presented a detailed survey on the latest researches in the domain of AI Technologies 
Program in the Optical Networks, in addition to an overview of emerging possibilities and issues in such context. 
For the purpose of providing the readers with a comprehensive, generalized imagination and insight into many 
strategies and approaches making up this clinical discipline, we have initially identified these sub-fields of 
artificial intelligence which were effectively utilized in the optical networks: (a) theoretical research and 
improvement techniques, (b) recreation theory, (c) methods. Knowledge-based inference and planning, (d) 
statistical model, (e) algorithms of decision-making, (f) mastery of techniques, later, we radically revised the 
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applications of those strategies to enhance the visual transmission performance (Table1), as well as the network 
design Visual and its processing (Tables 2). Specifically, with regard to the optical transmissions, we have 
addressed AI technology suitability in the case of dealing with transmitters’ characterizations and operations, 
and estimating QoT, which is of particular interest in the visual community process. 
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